
Community Youth Center

Strength Expo
Event Details

F E A T U R E D  E V E N T S

OCTOBER 23,

2021

2241 Galaxy Court

Concord, CA

94520

9AM - 6PM

FREE TO ATTEND

Event 1
Max Log Lift & Max Axle Deadlift

The first event will be a Global

Strongman contest, partnered

with Static Monsters Worldwide,

which focuses on two disciplines,

Max Log Lift and Max Axle

Deadlift from 16.7 inches off the

ground. This event is sanctioned

through Strongman Corporation,

and is a national qualifier for the

2022 Strongman Corporation

Amateur National Championship,

where the athletes will have the

opportunity to test their strength

against the strongest amateur

athletes in the country. Along

with participants at CYC’s

Strength Expo there will be over

1000 athletes participating in this

event around the nation in

attempt to get the heaviest

possible “Monster Total” and

receive the opportunity to be

one of the ten athletes in their

division and weight class to be

invited to the 2022 Static

Monsters World Championship. 

Event 2
Arm Lifting Competition

The second event is the

Arm Lifting competition

which is fairly new to the

USA Strongman

Corporation but is

practiced and highly

attended in other parts of

the world. Arm lifting is a

sport wherein a weight is

lifted or manipulated with

a predominant

dependence on grip

strength. This event is

more relatable to

Strongman as a strength

discipline and allows our

competitors an

opportunity to do

something different from

anything they have

competed for in the

Strongman competitions.         

Event 3
"MAS" Wrestling

Tournament

The final event is a “MAS”

Wrestling Tournament, aka

“stick pulling.” Imagine

holding on to a stick, sitting

on the ground with an

opponent across from you

with only a board separating

you at the foot. At the

referee’s que both

competitors tug until one

person is forced to let go,

for lack of a better word,

it’s a Tug-of-War for adults!

This is also a fairly new

event in the U.S. but has

been around for ages in

Russia and other parts of the

world. It allows participants

to partake in an event that

works for all age groups. 

Community Youth Center, in partnership with The Strongman Club, is proud to

announce our first ever Strength Expo on October 23, 2021. This event will bring

men, women, and teen athletes from across the country together to perform feats of

tremendous strength. It will be an all-day extravaganza, filled with great

competition, food, company, and the opportunity to experience firsthand what

makes CYC special.

 

The Strength Expo at CYC is designed to focus on various disciplines in the strength

world. CYC’s Strength Expo this year will feature four events that will give

competitors a chance to know where they stack up against the rest of the field. 

EVENT TIMES

&

VOLUNTEER INFO

Our morning events will run between 10am-
2:00pm for Static Monsters follwed by Arm

Lifting and MAS Wrestling from 3:00pm-
6:00pm. Volunteer teams will be asked to
start helping set up around 7am on the day
of the event. Once all events have finished
and awards are presented volunteers and

clean-up crew will help close out the night
and we expect to be finished no later than

7:30pm. 
 

CYC is proud and beyond thrilled to host
our first ever Strength Expo. With the
partnerships we have built with local

businesses in the Concord Community we
plan to put on an event that will leave a

lasting impression for years to come. We
invite all to come and partake in the

festivities and watch the athletes competing
at the highest level. We hope to see you

there! 


